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British slang is a well of beautiful words that we don't normally use in America. Some are hilarious, others are rude and others are... Interesting. Here is our list of our top 100 most popular British slang words and phrases. Often it's not so much the word itself that's awesome - but the use of it, so we've recorded what the word means roughly in American. Think of this as your short primer guide to English
slang words and phrases. Perfect for planning your trip to the UK. There are some pretty rude words and phrases on this list – you've been warned! Anglotopia Top 100 Favorite British Slang Words and Phrases 1st Tosser - Idiot 2nd Cock-up - Screw 3rd Bloody - Damn 4. Give You A Bell – Call 5. Blimey! – My Goodness 6th Wanker - Idiot 7th Gutted - Devastated 8th Bespoke - Custom Made 9. Chuffed Pride 10th Fancy - Like 11th Sod Off - Piss from 12th Lost the Plot - Gone Crazy 13th Fortnight - Two Weeks 14th Sort - Arranged 15th Hoover - Vacuum 16th Kip - Sleeping or Nap17th Bee Knee - Awesome 18. Know Your Onions - Know 19. Dodgy - Suspicious 20. Wonky - Not Right 21. 22. Whinge – Whine 23. Tad - Little Bit 24th Tenner - 10 x 25. Fiver - 5 x 26. Skive - Lazy or avoid doing anything 27.
Toff - Upper Class Person 28. Punter - Customer/Prostitute Customer 29. Scouser - Someone from Liverpool 30. Quid - 31. Under the Piss screws around32. Pissed - Drunk 33rd Loo - Toilet 34. Nicked - Stolen 35. Nutter - Crazy Person 36. Cracked - Tired 37. Gobsmacked - Amazing 38. Dog's Bollocks - Awesome 39th Chap - Male or Friend 40th Bugger - Ruck 41. Bog Roll - Toilet Paper 42. Bob's Your
Uncle - There you go! 43. Counterclockwise – We say 44. C of E – Church of England 45. Pants – Panties 46. Throw a tensioner into the works – Screw 47. Zed – We say ZZZZZZZ 48. Absobloodylootely – YES! 49. Nosh - Essen 50. One Off - Once only 51. Shambles - Measuring 52. Arse-over-tit - Case over 53. Brilliant! Great! 54. Dog's Dinner - A mess, a fiasco. 55. Up for it – Will Have Sex 56. On the
Pull – In Search of Sex 57. Redundant – Fired from a Job 58. Easy Peasy – Simply 59. See a Man About a Dog – Make a Deal or Take a Dump 60th Up the Duff – Pregnant 61st DIY – Do It Yourself Home Improvements 62. Chat - Flirt 63. Fit - Hot 64. Arse - Ass 65. Strawberry Creams - Breasts 66. Shag - Screw 67. Gentleman Wurst - Penis 68. Branches &amp; Berries - Genitalia 69. Fanny - Vagina 70.
Bollocks - Balls 71. Ponce - Poser 72. Don't Get Your Knickers in a Twist - Don't Get Worked up 73. The Telly - Television 74th Bangers - Sausage 75th Chips - French Fries 76. Daft Cow - Idiot 77. 80. Smeg – From Red Dwarf 81st Bits 'n Bobs – Various Things 82. Anorak – A person who is strangely interested in something 83. Shambles – bad form/plan went wrong 84. I'm Off to Bedfordshire – Going to
bed 85. Her Majesty's Pleasure – Being in prison 86th horses for courses – Will not work for anyone else 87. Work. Thomas – Penis 88. Plastered – Drunk 89th Meat and Two Veg – Genitalia 90. Knauf kopf - Idiot/Dickhead 91. Knopf - Penis 92. Chav - White Garbage 93. Outside it's monkeys – it's very cold 94th Deer Night - Bachelor Party 95. Ace - Cool! 96. Plonker – Idiot 97. Dobber - Penis 98. Barking Penis 99. Blighty - Great Britain 100th garbage - garbage or 'That's crap!' Did you like this list? It can be perfect at the time of your trip. Then take a look at Anglotopia's Dictionary of British English – Brit Slang from A to Zed! What is your favorite? Let us know in the comments! Ahh good ol' Blighty*, the small island in the North Atlantic known for its great comedy and rich tapestry with accents. British English
is similar to the people of Britain itself: down-to-earth and characterful. And nothing shows the character of the country better than the kooky phrases that can be heard all over the country. To give you a taste of how Brits really speak, I've collected some British phrases that visitors to our coasts should learn first to understand (and win their hearts) to understand the locals. But these phrases aren't just
handy for having a conversation - they also give you a glimpse of how the British are ticking! *(In case you're wondering, this is British English for Britain) 1. Fancy a cuppa? means: Do you want a cup of tea? Everyone knows that Britons love tea, but nothing can prepare you for the ferocity of their addiction to the drink. Tea is more than a drink. It's a way of life. Whether you're at work, visiting friends or just
spending a relaxing day at home, when a Brit is there, it won't be long before you're asked the question: Fancy a cuppa? The act of brewing and drinking tea brings the British together, and they like nothing more than to open the kettle and enjoy a nice cuppa (a cup) of tea while they put the world on the right or share a juicy gossip. Britons like to think that tea has magical properties that can help solve any
problem. No matter how serious the situation is, everything can be conquered with a cup of tea in your hand! 2. All right? means: Hey, how are you? Sure, Shakespeare was British, but today's British are decidedly less wordless. Long gone are the days when we're on the street with a formal how do you do, sir? would welcome. (while we tilt our hats and swivel our handkerchiefs in the air). These days, is it
much more likely that your average Briton under the age of 40 will have their friends or loved ones with a curved Alright? Welcomes. But don't get your panties in one twist. This greeting is simply a fast, modern version of Hello! The welcomer does not ask you for a detailed explanation Wellbeing. An authentic Alright? can only really be achieved if the greeting gives a slight nod to the head, while the word
itself is to be pronounced as a brief moan – none of these top-of-the-morning chirping! Not sure how to pronounce it yourself? Then listen to the Karl Pilkington. 3. I'm cracked! which means: I am tired. This is a great one to break out when you catch your breath after a serious amount of physical exercise. Nothing could be more British than walking for the bus while holding several bags of shopping in your
hands. As soon as you've made it on board, sit next to the little old grandma in the front row, breathe out loud, turn to her, roll your eyes and shout: I'm cracked! 4. Naughty meaning: playful; Mischievous Britons are famous for their sense of humour, and we like to take life a little less seriously than other nations. We're happy to be playful, so we often use the word cheeky to describe small, funny, frivolous
activities that make us smile. For example: Brite: Do you want to make a cheeky pint with us? Translation: Would you like to come to the pub to have a pinch of beer with us? Cheeky can of course also be used as an adjective, and since the British always try to inject our optimistic view of everything we do, you will often hear optimistic people described as naughty or with a cheeky smile, suggesting that
they are up to a bit of mischief. 5. I'm biting! which means: I am very satisfied. This is the perfect expression when you describe a great joy in something or show an immense pride in your own efforts. For example, if you're about to stow away in a delicious full English breakfast, you might say you feel torn to pieces. Or maybe you just won someone's heart by introduced it to your favorite apple wine. Boom!
You could say now that you are teased to pieces with yourself. 6. Bloody Meaning: very There are no two possibilities: If you want to sound typically British while highlighting a certain quality or quality of an object, place or person, then you must use the word bloody. Have you just eaten an exquisite portion of fish n' chips? Then beat your lips and shout that they are bloody delicious! Were you unlucky
enough to see a terrible performance of Shakespeare's Hamlet? Then you have to turn to your theater colleague, do loudly, and say, well, that was bloody horrible, wasn't it? 7. To purify something meaningful: something clumsy to repair or repair. In the past, Britain bequeathed the steam train, the telephone and, above all, the chocolate bar to the world. So it is fair to say that today's British people have a
pretty impressive standard to live up to when it comes to the world of inventions and mechanics. Most Britons are therefore saddened by the idea of hiring an expensive expert to repair an item in need of repair, and we are to complete the repair order yourself. But what if this repair work is of low quality and the work is not really done? That's what we call something to embody. This verb perfectly describes
the clumsy and invariably futile attempt to recreate a broken element. For example, if the tape is away from the handlebars on the bike, do not go to a professional bike workshop and pay through the nose for the application of expensive bike strap by a man who knows what he is doing - spoil the thought! Instead, grab a cheap Sellotape from the kiosk and attach it to your handlebars yourself! Who cares if
the endbits continue to flutter in the wind? They have just perfected the British art of bodging, and that is much more important at the moment. Isambard Kingdom Brunel would be proud of your ingenuity. 8. I am pissed. means: I am drunk. This is not only confusing for non-native English speakers - it regularly travels to Americans too! In American English, being pissed means being extremely angry about
something. In British English, the term is used to describe the feeling of having had a few too many camps in the pub, and the resulting struggle to walk in a straight line. 9. Beautiful meaning: beautiful; You'll spend more than five minutes around every British woman over 40, and you're very likely to hear the word lovingly. This extremely popular word conveys a sense of affection or consent on behalf of the
speaker towards an object or person, and it is perhaps best summed up in the phrase, which is a nice cup of tea. However, the word is more popular with older generations, and even more so among older women. For example, the following exchange is definitely taking place on the streets of Oxford right now: Mrs #1: Oh, look at this beautiful young man at the bus stop! Mrs #2: Right! And see how beautiful
his shoes are! Mrs #1: Yes! You are beautiful! Be careful, however, because the British are notoriously over-polite, and the innate fear of being rude is so deeply rooted in our national psyche that most Britons are terribly afraid to register their aversion to anything. Whether it's poor service, undercooked food or crap weather, whether we want to maintain the performance and not offend the company we're
with, instead of expressing our disappointment or disgust at something we're much more likely to say Oh, it's nice to be asked for our opinion. If you want to get involved and do what the British do, you have to master the art of hiding your disappointment like a real Brit. Excited child returning home from school: Look Mom, I drew a picture of the family! Mum: Oh, that's nice, dear. Let's hang it on the fridge
right away. 10: Mate meaning: Friend Brits are always thought of as formal and stiff, but modern Brits are casual, cheerful and honest pus who cling to those who love them. Take, for example, the word mate. Yes, you Use the word friend to describe someone you are close to, but the British word mate suggests a more nuanced relationship, marked by trust, loyalty and many laughs. Yup, Brits are much
more likely to describe friends than friends because the word friend seems... a bit naff (sticky). A mate will share a pint with you in the pub, help you move around say if your butt is too big for this pair of jeans and definitely give an ear, if you make the stupid decision, go back to your old ex for what needs to be for the sixth time already. Seriously buddy, stop doing this for yourself! 11. That's nonsense!
means: I don't believe you! Rubbish is the British word for garbage, so if you want to point out that an idea or proposal has no quality or is blatantly wrong, this is the British expression you need. You just heard someone describe Oasis as the greatest band that has ever walked this earth? There is only one recourse for you: keep them dead in their tracks by exclaiming: This is rubbish! Garbage!
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